Appropriate to the book's subject matter. The Machine as Seen at the End of the Mechanical Age Is rivet-bound In tin can steel, with a "pop" rendering of the Museum's facade printed In color and embossed on the tin. This new departure in book production techniques was designed in Sweden by Anders tJsterlin for Stig Arbman AB, Malm'd, and the cover was made by a beer-can manufacturer, PLM AB Platmanufaktur. K.G. Pontus Hult^n has been associated with Moderna Museet, Stockholm, since 1957 and has been its Director since I962. The many exhibitions he has directed Include a kinetic art show in I96I, one of the earliest "pop" art exhibitions to be shown in Europe, and one-man shows of Raoul Hausmann, Andy Warhol, Claes Oldenburg, and Vladimir Tatlin. His familiarity with his subject and personal acquaintance with many of the artists represented in The Machine is evident not only in his own comments but also in his numerous quotations from the artists' writings, which complement the attitudes implied by their works. He has also Included an essay by the engineer Billy Kluver, now Director of E.A.T., who collaborated with Jean Tinguely on Homage to New York, an elaborate selfdestroying machine which committed suicide in the Sculpture Garden of The Museum of Moder . Art in I96O. Written a day or so after the event, this 5,000-word account, published here for the first time in English, does much to Illuminate the new rapport between those artists and engineers who are now using the machine freely and poetically to open up new possibilities for creative expression.
The title of the book reflects a crisis within technology itself, at a time when machines that imitate man's muscles are being supplanted by electronic and chemical devices that imitate the processes of the brain and nervous system. At "the end of the mechanical age" Mr. Hult^n has chosen and commented in detail on over 200 objects from Leonardo da Vinci's drawings for flying machines to recent constructions produced j collaboratively by artists and engineers. He has also included two kinds of functional mechanisms. Hie car and the camera--the former because it is perhaps the most typical 20th-century machine and most affects our daily lives, the latter because it is a picture-making, mechano-chemical device that has provided the basis for much of our current way of seeing the world.
"The story of hoT; artists of this century have looked upon and interpreted the [machine is highly dramatic," Mr. Hult^n notes. "Their attitudes have ranged from jdeepest pessimism and despair to devotion and even idolatry... such extreme positions •have been taken by artists who are among the most significant of our time,"
I
In his introduction, Mr. Hultdn briefly surveys the interaction of art and I technology, science and society, from antiquity to the present. He points out that although we tend nowadays to regard machines primarily as useful tools, they have frequently been looked upon as toys or marvels. They have stimulated man's fantasy as well as his practical sense and have often served as metaphors or symbols.
Attitudes toward machines, particularly since the Industrial Revolution and the beginning of the mechanical age, ha^e ranged from the optimism of those who looked (more) 
